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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

This question paper consists of 10 questions.

Answer all questions.

All answers must be written in the answer booklet provided. Use a new page for each
question.

The full marks for each question or section are shown in the bracket at the end of the question
or section.

All steps must be shown clearly.

Only non-programmable scientific calculators can be used.

Numerical answers may be given in the form of r, €, srtrd, fractions or up to three significant
figures, where appropriate, unless stated otherwise in the question.

Y.
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Trigonometry

LIST OF MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

sln (eXA)= sinl cos B * cos A sin B

(etB)=coSl cos B + sin A sin B

tan (.ttB) =
tanA 1- tanB

1 T tan AtanB

sinl + sin,B: 2 rinA+ 
B 

"rrn- 
u

22

sinl - sin B: 2 
"o"A* 

B ,inA- B22

cos I * cos B :2 
"orO*' "orn- 

U

22

cosl -cos B : -z "ioA* 
B 

"ioA- 
B

sin2A: 2 sinA cos ,4

cos 2A = cos2 A-sin? A

= 2 cos2 A-l
= 1-2sin2 A

2tanA
l-tan'A

sin' A =
l-cos2A

2

l+cos2A
cos' A =

3

-
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LIST OF MATHEMATICAL F'ORMULAE

Differentiation and Integration

d,
fr("orr)= -cosec'x

d,
f (secr) = secrtanx

d,
f ("ot".*) = -"ot". xcotx

I f'1*1,"') dx = er(x) +c

rf'(r\ , -z rIffi dx = rn lt(.)l*,

Iudv = tw - !vdu

sphere Y:! n" S = 4nr2
3

Right circular cone V =: nr2h S = ttrz t nrh
3

Right circular cylinder V : nr2h S =2nr2 +2rrh
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Numerical Methods

Iteration Method:

Conics

Circle:

Parabola:

Ellipse:

(x h)2 +(y-k)'=r'

*' + y'+2gx+2fy+c=0

nr t Wr + g@+x,)+ .f(y + y1)+ c = 0

(*-h)'=4p(y-k)

(v-k)'=4p(x-h)

F(h+ p,k) or F(h,k+ p)

(x-h)' . (y-k)'
__ _ r

r ' -) -lo- b'

F(h+s,l(1 or F(h,k+c)

LIST OF MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

xn+t = s(rr), n =1,2,3,... where ls'(r,)l . r

Newton-Raphson Method :

xn+t = -r-#, lt=1,2,3,....

I

!;

,=Jr+{-c

v
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1 Determine [cot'zesint 2e d0.

[5 marks]

2 Two circles of radius 5 units pass through the origin with their centres lie on the line

x * y = 1. Show that the equations of the circles are

x' + y' +6x-8y = 0 and x' + y' -8x+ 6y =0.

16 marks)

3 Given nonzero vectors p and q are perpendicular. Prove that

(a) ly* gl' =lzl' *lsl' .

13 marl<sl

(b) le* gl=le.- gl.

14 marlcsl

aO 4 Given the points A(1,2,-2), 8(2,4,6) and C(-4,3,-1). Find the area of the triangle

ABC.

17 marksl

11
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5 According to the Newton's law of cooling, the rate of change of temperature of an

object is proportional to the difference in temperature between the object and the

surrounding temperature, M. The law is given by the following differential equation

4L=-r(r-u)
dt\

where f (r) is the temperature of the object at time / and ft is a constant.

(a) Express Z in terms of time r.

15 marlcsl

(b) A bowl of soup is removed from an oven with temperature at 60". What is the

temperature after 5 minutes if k = 0.04 assuming that the temperature of the

surrounding is 26.9".

16 marlrsl

6 (a) Use trapezoidal rule with four subintervals to estimat 
"'1 

*'r' *. correct to
0

four decimal places.

[6 marks]

(b) Given f (x)= x' -5x+3. Show that f (x):0 can be written as

x = g(x) = -:-. With the initial value xr = 0.5, find the roots of f (x) byx'-5
using iteration method. Hence, calculate the root of f (x) accurate to three

decimal places.

[6 marksl
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7 Given 9x' -72x +16y2 +32y = -16 is the equation of an ellipse.

(a) Write the equation in standard form.

(b) Find the foci, vertices, lengths of the major and minor axes.

(c) Sketch the graph.

Express
7x2 +3x+2

as partial fractions. Hence, evaluate
7 xz +3x +2

^dx(x+l)'(*-z)

13 marks)

16 marltsl

[3 marks]

4

II (,+r)'(*-z)*"'

|2 marl<sl

15

b
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9 Giventwoplanes 7\:x+2y+ z=1, frz:2x-y+42=1 andthe straightline

,. x-2 y+3 z-l
245

(a) Find an acute angle between the planes n, and nr.

[5 marksl

(b) Write the equation of Z in parametric form. Hence, find the intersection point

betweenthe straight line Z andthe plane tr,.

[5 marks)

(c I Find a Cartesian equation of the plane which is orthogonal to the straight line

l. and passes through the point (1.2.-3).

[3 marks]

10 Given -l(.r) = 1n.r.

(a) Sketch the graph of /. Shade the region R which is bounded by -f (x), x-axis,

x:l and x=2.

[3 marksl

(b) Find the area of R.

[5 marl<sl

(c) Find the volume of the solid generated when the region R is rotated 360"

about the x-axis.

[7 morksl

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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